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Purpose
I have observed the priorities and values that people hold today through my
experience in two different cultures, Japanese and American. The work in this
exhibition will display and address some aspects of these values. I intend to ask
myself and my audience questions such as what is the significance of happiness,
technology, religion, money, and the media to the world? I am not in search of
definite answers. My intention is to provoke people to think about why these
questions are asked.
As an introduction I would like to present the artist statement from my thesis show
of September of 1990.
Being in this country as a foreigner forced me to evaluate my natural enculturation
as a Japanese. The customs, morals, beliefs, and values that I carried were
suddenly exposed to a different
superstructure. My Japanese way of doing and
understanding weren't appropriate
to communicate, my attempt continually fell
short ofmy intent. I had to force
myself to adjust some aspects ofmy value system
to function in the United States. This experience compelled me to create art about
existing between two
cultures. I want to point out how things are seen or
understood differently within the cultural context. My objective also is to create
works of art that helps the viewer to see cross cultural boundaries and address
questions of prejudice, misunderstanding, greediness, and discrimination.
1 -
I came to the United States to study in the fall of 1987. When I arrived here I had
to study English in order to begin a masters program in photography. As I
proceeded with my studies I began to notice that words conveys different concepts
according to its cultural derivation. For instance, the word "love", here in the
United States, is used in the following ways.
I love this movie.
I love my friend.
The object of
"love"
can be material, human, or abstract. And a problem happened
when I attempted to do a direct translation from Japanese to English. This is
because the word
"love"
in Japanese always refers to a person; more specifically,it
is only used for the person who is most loved.
Another example, that indicates this difference, which later provoked me to deal
with cultural differences in depth, is the word
"emptiness"
.
At the winter of 1987, 1 attended a class called "Off the
Wall"
taught by Judy Levy.
For a class assignment I made an experimental book with Phil Harris, comparing
the Japanese and American concept of "emptiness".
After a discussion, we listed connotations next to general definitions. This
discussion revealed that different cultures have different concepts and social
applications for a word.
The distinctive differences are that English definitions show only negative
connotations such as "the quality or state of lacking, being devoid of contents,
uninhabited, unfrequented, or containing no human beings; lack of something
necessary to spiritual growth or sustenance; void space;
vacuity"
*, on the other
1
Philip Babcock Gove (Chief Editor), Webster's Third New International
Dictionary. Merrian-Webster Inc., 1986, p.744.
hand; in Japanese a lot of words have positive connotations in association with the
Buddhist concept "emptiness", such as "a highest stage of spiritual realization".
Much later I experienced that these cultural differences are more obvious in
communication rules, social customs, beliefs, and values.
One who encounters unfamiliar social customs, beliefs, and values, has two
choices, either acceptance or rejection. The acceptance demands enormous effort for
acculturation. And the rejection often results in antagonism to the foreign culture.
Because of technological advances which have increased the speed and extent of
communication, we have more opportunities are forced to interact with people from
different cultures. And this is something that we all will be dealing with more




My work utilzes various symbols from two cultures, Japanese and American.
These symbols have developed historically and exist within their own cultural
context.
I first had to understand the origin and accepted meaning of symbols in each
society. This took me a great amount of research and time, not only to study
American symbols but also to reexamine Japanese symbols. Living in this country
provided me excellent opportunities to understand American symbols within their
own cultural context.
The second step in developing my work was to appropriate necessary symbols into
my art work. Appropriation is one of the distinguishable techniques or methods of
Postmodernism. Robert Atkins has defined appropriation-
"
To appropriate is to borrow. Appropriation is the practice of creating a
new work by taking a pre-existing image from another context
- art history,
advertising, the media and combining that appropriated image with new
ones. Or , a well-known art work by someone else may be presented as the
appropriator's own.
"2
Even after this activity, these symbols can still cany the codes of original meaning.
2 Robert ATKINS, ART SPEAK : A Guide to Contemporary Ideas. Movements, and
Buzzwords, p.42.
- 4 -
Another important part ofmy work is humor. Humor has a function of enabling us
to laugh at serious situations thereby providing a cathartic response to
social
problems. I use humor as a way of seducing the viewer to look at the work and
issues that it deals with.
Intercnlturism and Multiculturalism in Visual Art
In both Europe and the United States since the end of 1980's there has been a
widespread interest in art of non-white cultures . Atkins suggest this is a result of
"The instant transmission of information and ideas across national borders made
possible by contemporary technology
"3
Multiculturalism in art acknowledges the validity of different cultural traditions.
Although an art work is made within a specific tradition, works from different
traditions may be displayed together.
"Multiculturalism rejects the vestiges of colonialism embodied in tendencies
to regard art from other cultures either as
"primitive"
or as the exotic
products of cultural OTHERS. It demands that works of art from
non-
European cultures be considered on their own terms. The Centre Georges
Pompidou in Paris mounted the controversial exhibition Les Magiciens de la
terre in 1989. Its coupling of works by well-known Western artist and
works by third-world artist unknown to the art world frequently revealed
radically different ideas about nature
of art
itself." 4 (underline added)
I would like to introduce the idea of Interculturism which offers a fusion of two
or more different cultural experiences and a new perspective
on them in one art




work. In this case, the artist is the witness and the bridge of diverse cultural
orientations.
- 7
Explanation of The Work
When I started working with this idea, Interculturism, I decided to record my
ideas about each work in my sketch book. The numbers on each piece indicate the
chronological development of ideas. Later I decided to use these numbers as titles
for the individual works.
Because some Japanese elements in my work are not familiar to American
audiences, I found that I had to provide more information than was apparent in the
work, for instance, #010 - White Hare of Inaba. Although, the white rabbit in this
work is based on Japanese mythology, there are many similar rabbit symbols in
American culture: The White Rabbit in Alice in Wonder Land. Brer Rabbit, Peter
Rabbit, Bugs Bunny and Roger Rabbit. Therefore, it was important to identify and
explain the Japanese symbol.
- 8 -
#004 Ethnocentrism - American Generals Defeat Sushi
Media: Translucent photographic display material (Duratrans), wood, grass, gold








The first official relation of the U.S. and Japan started during Japan's period of
isolation, the Edo period (1603-1867). Culturally, because of Japan's isolationism,
the Edo period was a rapture of pure Japanese style. One of the important elements
in this work, sushi, was invented during this period. In 1853, the American Navy
Commodore Matthew C. Perry arrived at Uraga sea port. His steam powered
Navy ship amazed the Japanese. Realizing their technological inferiority, Japan
open the country to foreign trade and diplomatic relations. This was one of the
factors that led Japan to a dramatic revolution: the Restoration of the Imperial Rule
in 1867. After 1867, a nationwide trend of westernization flourished in Japan.
At the same time, the United States was acquiring new territory in the West.
Simultaneously, conflicts between states became serious. By 1861 the U. S. Civil
War had started.
During these years, both Japan and the United States were focused on consolidating
their own nations. They had no interest in learning about the other culture.
Although more than one hundred years have past since our first encounter, how
much do we know about each other? In this work, I wanted to raise questions
about ignorance of other cultures. I hope we all abandon ethnocentric and
colonialistic perspectives toward other cultures.
The unusual juxtaposition of American Civil War generals facing shrimp sushi,
presents a disturbing mismatch. The old photographs of serious and dignified
generals represent obstinacy of people. I intentionally selected photographs in
which the generals are not looking straight ahead and refusing to look at sushi.
Plastic sushi is a mass produced article made possible by modern technology. I
forced the generals to sit in front of plastic sushi. I think this is a situation that we
are facing now. Cultural differences are present, yet we are ignoring and refusing
to know these differences. Just as the Civil War generals refuse to look at sushi,
people don't want to recognize and understand other people.
10 -
#005 Yellow Peril








The legacy ofWorldWar II is not over yet. Many Americans are threatened by the
growing economic power of Japan, a country they defeated in WorldWar EL They
were shocked when the Japanese Mitsubishi Real Estate Co. recently purchased a
major interest in The Rockefeller Group.
I began this work after I heard this news. At first, my concern was the reaction of
American media. I found that most of the media's treatment was either negative or
confused. They expressed this news using war metaphors, as if the U.S. were in
the midst of a cold warwith Japan.
"The roll call of all-American icons falling into
foreigners'
hands added a new name
yesterday,"
Newsday
"Japanese buy heart of
N.Y.,"
The Dallas Times Herald
"Japanese invasion of industrial
fields."
The Los Angeles Times
If it had not been a Japanese company which bought Rockefeller Center and Radio
City, the media might have treated this very differently. How would they respond
- 11 -
if, for instance, Canadians had bought Rockefeller Center? In fact, Canadians own
more American real estate than the Japanese do: 26 percent of all foreign owned
U.S. real estate is owned by Canadians, compared with 15 percent, and only 2
percent ofAmerican commercial property, owned by the Japanese. In 1989, new
Japanese investment in real estate actually declined by 1 1 per cent.
So, what was behind this treatment by American media? Cultural ignorance? Lack
of information about the Japanese? Xenophobia caused by differences in
appearance? Simple racism? Do the Japanese have the same feelings or treatment
of foreigners? Maybe the Japanese should be more sensitive to Americans. When
one group overpowers the other, they usually neglect the other's feelings, never
considering the other's point of view.
To create this piece, I juxtaposed a Japanese and an American symbol. One of the
elements, the happy woman mask
- Otafuku, is from
"Noh,"
Japanese traditional
theater. The basis ofNoh has existed since the eighth century, and was formed and
developed at the end of thirteenth century (Muromachi period) by Kanami and his
son, Zeami. There are hundreds of different masks which relate to specific roles
and characters. Otafuku is one of the most popular.
I made a mold from an old Otafuku mask, which I found in an antique store in
Kyoto during my last trip to Japan, and cast three of these in plaster. Each mask
was hardened with shellac and colored with acrylic paint. Although the original
mask is white, I intentionally painted the new masks yellow to signify Asian
stereotypes from theWesterner's cliched point of view.
- 12
The masks were placed on a photograph I made of the Prometheus statue, created
by the sculptor Paul Manship, in The Sunken Garden at Rockefeller Plaza in New
York City. In Greek mythology, Prometheus is "a trickster and a god of fire.
In common belief he developed into a master craftsman, and in this
connection he was associated with fire and creation of
man."5 This is why
Manship was asked to use Prometheus to represent an American industrial might.
During the winter of 1989, I went to New York City and photographed this
sculpture with 35mm Ektachrome; later I copied this in three sections on 4 x 5 black
and white negatives, and made three mural sized photographs.
In this work, these photographs are not a substitute for, nor a window onto, a real
object. Instead, I'm using them as a metaphor of Americanness. The physical
break-up of this photograph serves as ametaphor for the perceived Japanese break
up of the American economy created by purchasing a part of The Rockefeller
Group. The masks, real three-dimensional objects, have a powerful presence when
compared to the two-dimensional reality of the photographic mural.





#012 I Own a Piece of Manhattan
Media: A piece of paving material (fromWall St., New York City), wood,
Japanese paper, Japanese paper strings, stamp, Chinese red stamp ink,
22-
carat gold leaf, transparent photo copy.
Dimensions: map:
20"




This piece is about a same issue as "#005 Yellow
Peril"
and was also inspired by
the active economic relation between Japan and the U.S.. As Japanese companies
want to buy American real estate, I wanted have my own piece ofNew York.
This work consists of two parts: an object and a map. The object is an actual piece
of asphalt, my souvenir which I brought back from New York City in the spring of
1990. First I made a map of New York on wood. I wanted bring a sense of
Japanese craft to both the map and the object. After a couple of thesis board
meetings, all members agreed that the map had to be changed. Later I decided to
make a material reference to historical presentation of Japanese art and current
photographic presentation. Gold leaf and Japanese paper are traditional Japanese
elements. Photo-copy on clear acetate, which I placed on top of the gold leaf, is a
current photographic medium. The asphalt is wrapped with a sheet of Japanese
paper and tied with Japanese paper strings. To indicate that this piece ofManhattan
is in the possession of a Japanese individual, I used the traditional name stamp,
which we use as a signature in Japan.
In the thesis show I placed the map on the wall and the asphalt piece on the floor,
but the distance between them was too great. The viewer could not easily associate
- 14 -
the parts as one work. To correct this, I later placed the asphalt on a pedestal which
made the physical distance between the two parts closer. Now the two separate
parts appear to be one work.
- 15 -









In this work I wanted to visualize the complex bond between different races in
modern society. In order to do so, I used the story of red thread to connect three
different colored ceramic cats (gold, black, white) which represent three different
races.
The two elements in this work are both Japanese. Although the cats and the story
of the red thread are well-known among the mass of Japanese, these are not known
to most Americans. Consequently, I needed to introduce some background
information to the audience. Information sheets were made which told the original
story about the elements. In order to leave some room for the audience to think in
their own way, I intentionally avoided giving my interpretation of the work. This
was a good opportunity to introduce an aspect of Japanese culture and proved very
challenging to American audiences.
16 -
#008 Tou-Zai-Nan-Boku (East-West-South-North)







The first idea was based on the mandala, a symbolic representation of the universe
in Buddhist art, which originated from Tibetan Buddhism. The Sanskrit word
mandala means
'circle."
I was astonished by the mandala's complex visual
presentation. Utilizing this form, I wanted to express issues concerning racial
segregation and integration. The Buddhist concept about universe and the spiritual
world, which is usually represented as a world after death, became the impetus for
this. I believe that death purifies the spirit. After death individual identity in a
society no longermatters, as we become equal and nothing.
A ritualistic appearance was necessary for this installation because of the idea
behind it. Three portraits ofmajor races serve as a metaphor for death. Portraits
of 280 Japanses businessmen, which are placed as a background, indicate no
individual differences. I intentionally printed these portraits out of focus to
obliterate distinguishing details. Ashes on the dish in the foreground represent the
material remains of human beings. Four glass plates are suspended from the
ceiling, each with a Chinese character etched upon it. The characters designate
directions of north, south, east, and west. In Japanese Buddhism, north represents
the world after death.
- 17
#009 Jesus Christs








I have always been fascinated by Christian religious icons. In modem materialistic
society even religious icons have become a commodity. In stores, cheap
mass-
produced plastic Jesuses, ceramic Virgin Maries and Jesus paintings on velvet are
placed next to lamps in the shape of Elvis Presley's head, fake gold jewelry, and
pink piggy banks. I wanted to use these kitsch objects to question the values by
which we live.
Christianity was developed by white society; in most Christian art holy people are
white. In a store called Crazy Kurt's, which sold kitsch objects, I found ceramic
Jesuses with black skin color. A black Christ exhibits the feelings of racial identity,
which moves people to want their supreme being to match their own complexion.
Most minority artists who deal with racial issues, and claim to be multicultural
artists, have the same problem. They are looking at everything in terms of race.
And their emphasis is on racial uprising based on emotional reaction to past
discrimination. It is important to consider historical facts in a social or political
context, but these artists could not separate their identity from their ancestry. It is
not productive if artists are bound by the experiences of previous generations which
are mainly negative and to which they respond too emotionally. And they often
practice a reverse racism in which their own race has to be better than others. In my
belief, art has to offer a new approach or visual philosophy to address these issues
18
without falling into old patterns or reverse racism. In this work, #009 Jesus
Christs, my intention was to provoke questions about the mentality of racism.
- 19
#010 White Hare of Inaba







Two cultural elements are presented in this work: a Japanese white rabbit holding
an American baseball bat. The rabbit, the white hare of Inaba, is from one of the
most popular Shinto creation myths. This rabbit is worshiped as a matchmaker,
as well as a servant to the son ofGod, and a trickster. Since western and american
traditions also have rabbit stories, an association to their own cultural figures by
American audiences was expected. In order to prevent confusion, I had to indicate
the rabbit's identity. The title is one of these indications; a text of the original
Japanese tale was made available to viewers.
An oppositional element to the rabbit is a baseball bat. As we all know baseball
was invented in the United States. Now, baseball is very popular and important
part of culture in Japan.
I wanted to present a bizarre combination to provoke questions concerning
multicultural environments, not only in U.S. but also throughout the world. Some
of the issues that I hope people will question are: a fear of loss of tradition,
cherishing of an internationalized society,
a merging of different cultures, a birth of
new sociocultural values, and a new intercultural mythology. I don't expect each
viewer to come up with all these issues.
I do expect viewers from different cultural
backgrounds to think of the different issues through my work.
- 20 -
#011 Staple









In this work there are two important dietary elements of the two cultures: a cow
(U.S.) and a whale (Japan). Using these elements, I hope to provoke questions
about judging other cultures from one's own standard.
Japan is an isolated island surrounded by sea. Japanese have been securing foods
as much as possible from their limited environment. They even worship the sea.
The sea is their mother nature.
Eating whale is not a western habit. This natural development of the Japanese diet
is seen by Westerners as an unsophisticated and barbaric act. Some Americans
react to this on a very emotional level. Similarly, during the Edo period Japanese
thought Europeans were barbarians when they introduced eating of animal meat,
such as beef and pork, to the Japanese. Caucasians with red hair, full beards, pale
skin, and weird costumes looked extremely barbaric to Japanese people, too. And
they are dissecting animals to eat? Yecch!
Well, probably, some very intelligent people will bring up the issue of saving a
species from extinction. Organizations, such as Green Peace, have been trying to
prevent the hunting of whales which would completely eliminate a part of the
- 21
Japanese diet. They are not even concerned about preserving this important aspect
of Japanese culture. It is important to save the whale from extinction, but at the
expense of an important aspect of Japanese culture? Can we save both?
22
Conclusion
A virtue of capitalism is that it connects different countries through free enterprise.
International companies have established factories and offices all over the world.
Interactions among countries have been enhanced by a growing economies and
expanding use of technology. This phenomenon results in forced interaction of
ethnic groups, races, religions and cultures on a global level. Capitalism, however,
does not always concern itself with nor respect the values of other cultures. I
question if the nature of these fusions is different from the imperialism or the
colonialism people experienced at the beginning of this century.
The United States is normally characterized by cultural pluralism. But, the situation
ofpluralism was actually like domestic colonialism: white-dominated culture either
assimilating or excluding other cultures. Minorities were never treated as equals.
They had to fight for jobs, recognition, and, finally, legal equality. In 1964, the
Civil Rights Act asserted legal equality to all ethnic groups. Because of this history,
I personally believe more opportunities exist for the United States to be a leading
country in addressing these intercultural experiences in the world.
On the other hand, Japan is a country of isolated islands and because of it's unique
geography, historically has had extremely limited interactions with other cultures.
The notion of Internationalism is relatively new for the Japanese. Recent Japanese
economical growth has brought expansion of businesses all over the world. As a
result, they now have to face cultural differences more often. Their mentality is
somehow still ethnocentric, it is not so different from Americans. For instance,
most Japanese have blindly negative feelings towards other Asians. They carry on
this attitude from the pre-World War II period. I strongly think this prejudice has to
- 23 -
be overcome soon. Unfortunately, Japan's isolated geographic position slows the
process of accepting other peoples and cultures.
In future projects, I would like to address more to a core of humanity aspect using
these experience that I had from this thesis project.
24
Endnotes
1. Philip Babcock Gove (Chief Editor), Webster's Third New International Dictionary.
Merrian-Webster Inc., 1986, p.744.
2. Robert Atkins, Art Speak: A Guide to Contemporary Ideas. Movements, and
Buzzwords. Abbeville Press, 1990, p.42.
3. Ibid., p. 104.
4. Ibid., p. 104.





The following writings are the background information given to the audiences
during the thesis show.
MANEKI-NEKO
The origin of this "good
fortune"
symbol is based on an actual incident. Around
1800, there existed outside the gate of the Ekoh-in Temple in Ryogoku, two similar
tea shops. Business was neither good nor bad but the rivalry of the two shops was
still intense. To attract customers, both shops had porcelain statues of a beckoning
cat made for outside their entry ways. One was golden hued and the other silver.
Such an unusual feature were these two cats that they attracted much attention and
were often mentioned in local publications.
The owner of the one shop (fronted by the golden cat) was a layabout given to
wasting both time and money. Were it not for the abilities of his charming wife,
business would long before have faded to nothing. Needing money to pay her
husband's debts forced this lady to borrow from an admiring clothing merchant.
But the money the merchant eventually lent her was not his and by giving it away
thus, he brought ruin on his trusted friend.
To atone for his mistake, he resolved to throw himself into the Sumida River from
Ryogoku-bashi. As he rested against the bridge railing summoning up the courage,
who happens along but his vainly loved lady. He reproached her for bringing him
to this situation. On hearing the full tale, she resolved to join him in shinju (double
suicide) and join her lover on his journey into the other world. Over the bridge they
- / -
went and the ensuing sensation caused by their dramatic death brought much fame
to the shop of the golden cat and in turn economic ruin to its rival neighbor.
The fortune
"beckoning"
abilities of the cat were soon picked up by local hucksters
apparently in collusion with temple authorities. It quickly became important to buy
a small copy of this cat on the first dragon day of each month. A set of 48 collected
over a four-year period was required for future financial success. The hitch in this
scheme (and scheme it was indeed) was that if any misfortune such as a death
occured, the collected cats must be disposed of and a new collection begun. Ever
try to go through even a single year without some mishap that could well be
construed as "misfortune"?
The golden coloring togetherwith multiple collecting have been dropped
in favor of
single images in more natural shades - primarily a black spotted white. Next you
see one of these come hither felines, reflect on why after 200 years it's still
drawing crowds and you just may unlock the economic secret
of this fascinating
land.
Taken from Retail Shop Brochure, Toronto, Canada.
INVISIBLE RED THREAD
The myth of the invisible red thread originated in ancient China.
It was adopted by
the Japanese and is widely known there today.
The Japanese believe that, at birth,
each person is connected to their destined match by an invisible red thread attached
to their pinky fingers. When it happens
that these pairs meet, they sense that they
// -
have met the person at "the other end of the
thread,"
verifying their love and
blessing the rest of their lives together.
WHITE HARE OF INABA
This is the oldest animal story in Japan, which is told in connection with the
adventures ofOh-kuni-nushi, the hero of the Izumo tribe.
Once there lived in the island ofOki a white hare. He wished to cross the water and
to reach the mainland. Accordingly, he asked a crocodile whether he had as many
kinsfolk as he, the hare, had, and pretended to believe that the crocodile had
overstated the size of his family. He told the crocodile to call every one of his tribe
and make them lie on the surface of the sea in a long row. "I can then step over you
and count how many crocodiles there are in the
world,"
said the hare.
The crocodiles agreed to the proposal and formed one long row from Oki to the
mainland; so the hare jumped over them until it came to the last one which lay close
to the shore. Proud of the success of his trick, the impudent hare began to laugh at
the ease with which the stupid crocodiles had been duped. But he boasted too
soon; the last crocodile seized him, plucked out all his fur and sank beneath the
water. So the unfortunate hare was left lying on the beach naked and shivering.
Now there was a family ofmany brothers in Izumo. Every
one of them wished to
win the love of the certain princess who lived in Inaba. They all set out for Inaba to
lay siege to the lady's heart, but the older brothers were
cruel to the youngest,
Oh-
kuni-nushi, and made him carry all their luggage. So the
poor brother toiled along
far behind the others. As they walk along the beach the elder brothers saw the hare,
and instead of sympathizing with the poor animal's pain, they deceived him into
thinking that he could relieve it by plunging into the seawater and then exposing his
body to the wind and sunlight.
When the hare followed their mischievous advice, his skin cracked open and bled,
and he suffered intolerably from the pain. Then Oh-kuni-nushi came up, pitied the
suffering animal, and told him to wash in fresh water and cover his body with the
soft pollen of the cat-tail. The hare was very grateful to the young man and said to
him: "None of your cruel brothers shall marry the lady of Inaba, but you alone shall
win the lady's
heart."
The hare's words were fulfilled. Oh-kuni-nushi married the
lady and became the ruler of Izumo, and when after their death memorial shrines
were built for him and his wife, the White Hare of Inaba shared their honors with
them.
Taken from: Fergason, John. The Mythology of All Races (Chinese,Japanese).
New York: 1964
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